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A Family Company, Since 1946
Our company has always provided our customers with reliable and high-grade
products and solutions, offering an outstanding service through a responsive
customer relationship, working proudly with passion and creativity.
Nowadays, Stiavelli Irio srl is a well respected brand worldwide as historic
WEG Official Distributor, opened up to the global market.
We are also committed to work in a responsible and sustainable way, by evaluating
new solutions through which we can contribute to global efforts to preserve the
environment, making the world a better place for the future generations.

WEG Electric Motors for Industrial Applications
WEG offers every kind of solution, from the simplest to the most complex applications
for aggressive environments, high temperatures or scarcely ventilated places, also
with motion control or assisted service brakes.

W22 Electric Motors IE3/IE4

W50 Low/High Voltage Motors

Aluminium Frame

W22X ATEX Arrangement

WEG Special Purpose Electric Motors
A wide range of Industrial Electric Motors, designed to comply with virtually every
application. Even when installed in extreme conditions, low cost of ownership and
extended lifetime are guaranteed.

Water Cooled Motors

Roller Table Motors

ODP Motors

Mining Motors

W22X Explosion-Proof Electric Motors
The W22X Explosion-Proof Electric Motors line stands for modernity in driving
equipment to be employed in explosive atmospheres.
As result of research and development, this line offers high efficiency levels, energy
saving, low operational costs, extended lifetime, low maintenance, and assured safety.
Hazardous Areas Motors Ex d, Ex de, Ex nA, Low, Medium, and High Voltage.
Suitable for potentially explosive atmospheres, classified as Zone 1 and 2, Zone 21
and 22, gas group IIA, IIB, IIC. Different lines are available: W22Xn, W22Xe, W22Xtb,
W22Xtc, W22XdB, W22XdC and W22XdM.

Automation Drives & Control: Frequency Inverters (VSD)
High technology, modern design, and plug-and-play installation are key features of
WEG Frequency Inverter. A state-of-the-art technology in motion control to drive
three-phase induction motors on every application.

CFW 11

Excellent in normal/heavy duty loads

CFW 700

For general purpose applications

CFW 500

Reliability, modularity, ease of use

CFW 100

Many application at your fingertips

Watt Drive Geared Motors
This Modular Gear Technology meets the requirements of Advanced Drive Systems.
Watt Drive Geared Motors are the electro-mechanical key elements for low backlash,
smoothly running, and highly dynamic drive systems. They guarantee reliability and
long lifetime in different contexts.

Helical Geared Motors

Parallel Shaft Geared Motors

Shaft Mounted Geared Motors

Helical Worm Geared Motors

Stiavelli Store
Stiavelli Store, the European Web Store for WEG Electric Motors, is our appreciated
Direct Sale Channel. An unparalleled wholesale distribution service where it is
possible to find the right WEG electric motor for every industrial application.
Our technical department takes care of specific requests, providing the customer with
thorough answers on new motors and available accessories.
Every supply is equipped with WEG Official Documentation, such as data sheets,
drawings and output curves.
Our awarded WEG Official Service Laboratory may install required options and
is ready to manage fast deliveries. The exclusive Stiavelli Service caters to every
customer need.
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